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1. INTRODUCTION
Intraspecific competition for food is considered to be a possible cause
for the lengthening of the duration of some of the developmental stages in
animal populations. Such is the case notably in a model of population
dynamics for some marine mammals, introduced by Aiello, Freedman and
Wu [1], who derive a system of equations with a delay which is an increasing
function of the total population. Recently, Arino, Hbid and Bravo de la
Parra [2] proposed a model describing the evolution of a population of
fish whose larvae share a limited resource. The model is made of two equations:
a state equation governing the evolution of the total number, which is a
delay differential equation with variable delay, and an ordinary differential
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equation satisfied by the delay with coefficients expressed in terms of the
state variable. A simplified version of the model which however, in our
opinion, captures its main traits, is the following
{
dx
dt
=&f (x(t&{(t)))
d{
dt
=h(x(t), {(t))
(1)
Our goal in this paper is to explore some of the properties of such equations
and, more particularly, to extend to this class of state-dependent delay
differential equations results about oscillatory behavior, slow oscillations
and periodic slow oscillations which are well known in the case of delay
differential equations with constant delay and in some classes of state-
dependent delay differential equations. Before we detail the assumptions
and the main result, a brief comparison with earlier models is in order. In
all the examples we know of, the delay when it is state-dependent depends
on the value of the state variable at time t. This is true in the model derived
by Aiello et al. [1], also in the equations considered notably by Mallet-Paret
and Nussbaum [12], or Kuang and Smith [10]. Recently, Mallet-Paret,
Nussbaum and Paraskevopulos [13] have obtained results for more general
state-dependent equations which do not, however, include Eq. (1). Typically,
the equations dealt with in [12] and [10] are of the form
dx
dt
=& f (x(t), x(t&{(x(t)))). (2)
For a quick comparison which may illustrate the differences between Eqs. (1)
and (2), suppose { is bounded below by a positive number {1 . Then, for
t # [0, {1], (2) reads just as a scalar ordinary differential equation in x,
while (1) reads as a two dimensional system of ordinary differential equations
in x and {.
Coming back to our problem, we will express our main result in terms
of a parameter, a sort of averaged value of the delay. For this purpose, it
is convenient to introduce a new function, besides the function h which will
be used when describing results not dependent upon the parameter. So, the
system under study for the discussion of periodic solutions is
{
dx
dt
=& f (x(t&{(t)))
d{
dt
=h0(x(t), {(t)&{*)
(3)
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while (1) will be reserved for the discussion of general properties such as
existence, positivity and oscillations. Accordingly, some conditions will be
expressed in terms of h, but the conditions related to the existence of
periodic solutions will be expressed in terms of h0 . Throughout the paper,
the following assumptions are made on f and h: f : R  R, h: R_R  R
are two suitably smooth functions (at least, continuously differentiable),
satisfying part or all of the following
(1) f (x) x>0, \x # R, x{0 and f is nondecreasing.
{(2) There exist {1 , {2 , {2>{1>0 such that (4)({2&{1) | f (x)|<|x|, for x{0
There exist M>0, R0>0, M({2&{1)R0 ,
{such that | f (x) |M, for x # R; (5)(2{1&{2) | f (x)||x|, for |x|R0 .
{There exists M$0,such that | f $(x)|M$, for x # R (6)
{(1) There exists L>0, such that h(x, {)<
L
L+1
,
(7)
(2) h(x, {1)>0 and h(x, {2)<0, for all x.
{h{ (0, {*){0 whenever h(0, {*)=0 (8)
There exist m>0, G0, such that
{h{ (0, {)&m and } hx (x, {) }G, (9)for { # [{1 , {2], x # R
A short discussion about the assumptions is in order. Assumption (4) (1)
is the usual negative feedback condition; the additional monotonicity
assumption is mainly for simplification. An immediate consequence of this
assumption is that x=0 is invariant with respect to Eq. (1). Assumption
(4) (2) states that the variation of the delay cannot be too large. The boun-
dedness assumption made in (5) is rather technical: it can be weakened
by assuming only one-sided boundedness. Assumption (6) can be dropped
if we work in a set of solutions which are uniformly bounded (See also
Remark 4 for more on this). Assumption (7) (1) yields the fact that (t&{(t))
is increasing, a very natural restriction in the context of population dynamics,
where it expresses the fact that no overlapping between generations arises
from overcrowding. The expression of the condition in terms of L is just for
computational convenience. Assumptions (8) and (9) are rather technical,
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although the boundedness of (hx) follows from the regularity assumption
made on h if we work in a set of solutions which are uniformly bounded.
Finally, assumption (7) (2) ensures existence of values {* # [{1 , {2], such
that h(0, {*)=0. So, for such a {*, the function (0, {*) is a solution of
Eq. (1). Such solutions will be referred to as trivial solutions of Eq. (1). The
aim of this paper is to prove the existence of non trivial periodic solutions
of (3) of the same type as in [12], that is, slowly oscillating periodic solutions.
For a fixed delay, the notion of slow oscillation refers to the property that
the distance between two consecutive zeros is larger than the delay. The
situation is slightly more involved in the case of state-dependent delay.
(The reader can find in ([9], 11.7) a recent account of some of the literature
on the subject.) Our first task in the paper will be to define a notion of
slow oscillation and prove the existence of a sufficiently large set of initial
values which are transformed into slowly oscillating solutions by the flow.
This is done in Section 3. Theorem 3.9 states that solutions with initial
values . in the cone 1 defined by
1={. # C([&{2 , 0]), such that _% # [&{2 , &{1], .(%)=0and .(s)<0, s<%, 0.(s).(0), %s0. = (10)
return to 1 at a sequence of times whose distance is not less than the
maximum delay {2 . The choice of 1 can be motivated as follows. The cone
1 contains as a proper set the cone used classically when the delay is constant.
For an equation of the same type as the Wright equation [16], for slowly
oscillating solutions, the delay is the distance between a zero and the next
extremum. In the present situation, the delay is not constant and the distance
can be any number between {1 and {2 . 1 is a big invariant subset; it is not
convex. For fixed points results, it is necessary to work in a smaller set. We
will introduce 11 , a subset of 1, precisely,
11=[. # 1 such that . is lipschitzian and non-decreasing.] (11)
11 is a closed convex subset of Lip([&{2 , 0]), the space of Lipschitz
continuous functions on the interval [&{2 , 0]. We then define the set
E=11_[{1 , {2], (12)
E=11_[{1 , {2], which is the true set of initial values for Eq. (1). The
main results of Section 4 are that the return map goes from E into E and
it is completely continuous. In order to prove the existence of non trivial
periodic solutions, a reasonable plan is to show that a trivial solution
(0, {*) is ejective. A short reminder regarding the use of the ejective fixed
point theorem in the context of delay differential equations: the theorem is
due to Browder [4]. It was reformulated in terms of nonlinear eigenvalues
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and applied for the first time to delay equations by Nussbaum [14]. Further
applications were then made by Hadeler and Tomiuk [7], and by Chow
and Hale [5]. In the recent past, one can quote a work by Arino and Che rif
[3] in the finite dimension case. An ejective fixed point type theorem was
proved by Magal [11], which encompasses a situation ‘‘degenerate’’ in a
sense quite similar to what we have here, as will be explained now. Inciden-
tally, it is immediate to check that the set [0]_[{1 , {2] is invariant
through the flow. So, ejectivity of (0, {*) in E entails the same property
for the restriction to [0]_[{1 , {2], and in particular, it implies that
(h{)(0, {*)0, or >0, if assumption (8) is in effect. But, the converse
is not true, that is, if (0, {*) is an ejective fixed point of the restriction, it
does not imply that it is ejective in E, and even if it were so, we would not
be able to guarantee that the other fixed point has a non zero first component.
In order to avoid such an unsatisfactory result, we will take two actions:
(1) Under the assumption (8), we will work near a trivial fixed point
(0, {*) non ejective in the set [0]_[{1 , {2]. So, it will be assumed that
(h{)(0, {*)<0. Existence of such points is implied by (2) of (7) and (8),
both assumed.
(2) It is essential to determine a possibly smaller convex subset of E
which does not contain [0]_[{1 , {2] and is invariant through a suitable
return map. The main result of Section 5 is that such a subset can be deter-
mined. In fact, we prove in Proposition 5.20 that, for K large enough, the
return map sends the cone
EK=[(., {0) # E: |{0&{*|K &.& , &.&=|.(0) |] (13)
into itself. This result requires a few additional conditions on the delays,
for which we refer to the text. The restriction &.&=|.(0) | determines
a subset 12 of 11 , which is shown to be invariant by the return map
(Proposition 5.21). Once the map has been restricted to a convenient
subset Y of EK , the proof reduces to show that (0, {*) is an ejective fixed
point in this set. This is done in Section 6 by showing that the projection
of Y onto the most unstable linear manifold associated with the linearization
of Eq. (1) near (0, {*) is non degenerate. This requires an additional restriction
on the size of {2&{1 , namely that: ({2&{1)(1+H({2))<1, where H is
explicitly formulated in terms of known functions, depending only on the
coefficients of the linearized equation near (0, {*). With a bit of exaggeration,
we say that the set E can be decomposed into the union of two invariant
manifolds: one, stable and the other, ejective. This corresponds to what was
termed, a few lines ahead, a ‘‘degenerate’’ situation. We can now state as
a theorem what will be the end-product of this work. For this result, we use
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the formulation in terms of h0 . The corollary which follows shows that the
theorem has a reasonably large range of application.
Theorem 1.1. Consider Eq. (3), in which f : R  R, h0 : R_[a, b]  R,
a<0<b, f and h0 are C1-functions and satisfy the following assumptions:
for some M, M$, G0, L, m>0,
(i) f (x) x>0, \x # R, x{0, and f is nondecreasing.
{(ii) | f (x) |M, | f $(x) |M$, f $(0)=1.(iii) (b&a) | f (x)|<|x|, for x{0.
{
(iv) h0(x, {)
L
L+1
, (x, {) # R_[a, b];
(v)
h0
{
(0, {)&m, } h0x (x, {)}G,
(vi) h0(x, a)>0; h0(x, b)<0; h0(0, 0)=0.
Then, there exists {~ *={~ *(M, M$, L, m)>0 such that for each {*>{~ *
and each pair (a, b) verifying the above conditions, and the following one:
(b&a)(1+H({*))<1, Eq. (3) has a non trivial slowly oscillating periodic
solution, (x, {), with x{0 and the delay {(t) # [{*+a, {*+b]. The function
H is as follows:
H({)=9 \ 1|tan F&1({) |+ ,
where
9(x)=
?40 e
&x! cos ! d!
?2?4 e
&x! sin ! d!
and F( y)=
y
sin y
e&ytan y,
?
2
< y<?.
Corollary 1.2. Consider Eq. (3) in which f satisfies the assumptions (i)
and (ii) of the previous theorem with the same constants M, M$, and suppose
the function h0 is of the form
h0(x, {)=&m{+k0(x),
with m>0. Fix L>0. Consider a triple ({*, a, b) and a function k0 for which
the following assumptions hold: {*>{~ *(M, M$, L, m); a<0, m |a|<(LL+1);
b>0; condition (iii) of the theorem is verified; (b&a)(1+H({*))<1; k00,
k0(0)=0, |k0(x)|(LL+1)&m |a|, and k$0 is bounded. Then, Eq. (3) has
a non trivial slowly oscillating periodic solution, (x, {), with x{0 and the
delay {(t) # [{*+a, {*+b].
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2. PRELIMINARIES
We can deduce by elementary arguments of the theory of ordinary
differential equations the following properties, which will play an essential
role in our study.
Proposition 2.3. Assume h satisfies assumption (7). Let z(t) be a conti-
nuous function defined on an interval [t0 , +[ and let {(t) be a function
verifying the second equation of system (1) with x=z, for tt0 . Then, the
function (t&{(t)) is increasing on [t0 , +[. Assume, moreover, that {(t0) #
[{1 , {2]. Then, we have {(t) # [{1 , {2], for all tt0 .
We will now state an existence result for the Cauchy problem associated
with Eq. (1) which will be sufficient for this work.
Theorem 2.4. Assume f and h are continuous. Then, for each {0 # [{1 , {2]
. # C([&{2 , 0], R), there exists a solution (x(t), {(t)) of (1) such that
{(0)={0 and x(%)=.(%) for % # [&{2 , 0]. Each solution is defined on
[0, +[ and is locally Lipschitz continuous on [0, +[. Therefore, for
t{2 , xt is Lipschitz continuous on [&{2 , 0]. If we suppose that f, h and .
are locally Lipschitz continuous the solution associated to (., {0) is unique.
3. EXISTENCE OF SLOWLY OSCILLATING SOLUTIONS
Lemma 3.5. Assume (4) and (7) hold. Let . # 1, {0 # [{1 , {2]. Let % be
associated to . according to (10). Then, if &{0%, the equation t&{(t)=%
has one and only one solution t0* , 0t0*{2&{1 . Moreover, x is increasing
on the interval [0, t0*] and non-increasing on an interval on the right of t0* .
If &{0%, then the solution is non-increasing on the right of 0 (that is,
t0*=0).
Proof. From (i) (7), there exists a unique t0*0 such that t0*&{(t0*)=%.
At the point t0* , we have
x* (t0*)=& f (x(t0*&{(t0*))=& f (.(%))=& f (0)=0.
On the other hand,
t0*=%+{(t0*){2&{1 ,
since, %&{1 and {(t0*){2 . For 0<t<t0* we have &{(0)t&{(t)<%.
Then, x* (t)=& f (.(t&{(t))) and .(t&{(t))<0. As a consequence we can
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see that x(t0*) is the maximum of the values of x over the largest interval
containing [&{2 , 0] where it is non negative: x(t0*)x(t) for &{2tt0* .
Lemma 3.6. Let t1 be the first positive root of x(t). Then, the map x(t)
is non increasing in the interval [t0* , t1+{1]. Moreover, we have t1{2&
{1+t0* .
Proof. For t # [t0* , t1+{1], the monotonicity of t&{(t) Proposition 2.3
implies %t&{(t)t1+{1&{(t1+{1)t1 . So, x(t&{(t))0 for each
t # [t0* , t1+{1]. By using (1) of (4), we obtain
dx
dt
=& f (x(t&{(t)))0.
On the other hand, from (2) of (4)
dx
dt
=& f (x(t&{(t)))&
x(t&{(t))
{2&{1
for each t # [t0* , t1+{1]. So,
dx
dt
&
x(t0*)
{2&{1
for each t # [t0* , t1+{1]. Integration on the interval [t0* , t](t # ] t0* , t1+{1])
yields
x(t)x(t0*) _1& t&t0*{2&{1& .
For t=t1 , we deduce that
01&
t1&t0*
{2&{1
,
which implies that t1({2&{1)+t0* . K
Lemma 3.7. Let t1* be the unique solution of t&{(t)=t1 . Then,
t1+{1t1*t1+{2. (14)
Moreover, the map t  x(t) is non-increasing on [t1 , t1*], and dxdt(t1*)=0.
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Proof. Existence and uniqueness of t1* such that t1*&{(t1*)=t1 follow
by the same argument as in Lemma 3.5. The definition of t1* implies that
t1+{1t1*t1+{2.
For t # [t1 , t1*],
t1&{(t1)t&{(t)t1 .
In view of the inequality in Lemma (3.6), and t0*0, we have
&{1 t1&{2t&{(t)t1 .
So, x(t&{(t))0 for t # [t1 , t1*]. From (1) of (4), we thus have f (x(t&{(t)))
0, that is, dxdt(t)<0 for t # [t1 , t1*] and dxdt(t1*)=0. Therefore, x(t)
is nonincreasing on the interval [t1 , t1*]. K
Define =xt1* . Then, the function  is non-increasing. In fact, Lemmas
3.6 and 3.7 together imply that x is non-increasing on [t0* , t1*] and
t0*t1*&{2 . Moreover,  has a zero on the interval [&{2 , &{1]. Precisely,
we have (%1)=0, where %1=t1&t1* , and %1 # [&{2 , &{1] in view of
inequality (14), Lemma 3.7. So,  # &1. It is easy to see that the same
arguments we used in proving Lemmas 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 work if we assume
. # &1, with the appropriate changes: non-decreasing to non-increasing,
and non-increasing to non-decreasing. If . # &1, we have  # 1. So,
starting from . # 1, the solution x is non-increasing on [t0* , t1*], then it is
non-decreasing on [t1* , t2*], etc. Inductively, one can determine sequences
ti* , ti , ti*&ti*&1{2 , ti*&{2ti*&1+{2&{1titi*&{1 , such that
(&1) i x(t) is non-decreasing on [ti*&1, ti*] and x(ti)=0, for each i1.
The distance between two successive zeros is not less than {2 .
Definition 3.8. Let x be a function defined on some interval [t0 , +[.
We will say that x is slowly oscillating if the set of the zeros of x is a
disjoint union of closed intervals, the distance between the left end of two
successive intervals being not less than {2 , and x is alternatively >0 and
<0 in between such intervals.
Remark 1. The definition includes the case of a finite family of intervals
of zeros, that is, the case where the function dies out eventually.
We can summarize the result obtained so far in a theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Assume conditions (4) and (7) hold. Let x be a solution
of Eq. (1), with (., {0) as initial value. Assume that =. # 1 with ==+1
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or ==&1. Then, x is slowly oscillating. Moreover, one can determine two
sequences ( possibly finite ) (ti*) i0 , (ti) i1 , such that
t0*0; ti*+({2&{1)ti+1t*i+1&{1
and =(&1) i+1 x(t) is non-decreasing on the interval [ti* , t*i+1], x(ti)=0, for
i0. Therefore, =(&1) i xti* # 1, for each i0.
It may happen that for . # 1 and {0 # [{1 , {2], x(t)>0 for all t0. In
this case, it is easy to see that x(t)  0 as t  +. Determining how {(t)
behaves in that case is slightly more delicate. Since { and {* are uniformly
bounded on [0, [, the set [{( }+s): s # [0, [] is relatively compact in
C(R, R) endowed with the topology of locally uniform convergence. If {~ is
an accumulation point of this set, {~ is a solution of the limit equation
d
dt
{~ (t)=h(0, {~ (t)), (15)
defined on R. Assuming that {~ {Constant implies that for some interior
point { of the range of {~ , h(0, { ){0, say h(0, { )>0. This, in turn, implies
that h(x, { )>0 for all x, small enough. If this is so, we can conclude that
(d{dt)(t)>0 at each point t large enough for which {(t)={ . But, this
implies that { does not cross the value { at infinity, that is, there exists t1
such that {([t1 , +[) is either a subset of [{1 , { ] or a subset of [{ , {1],
in contradiction with { being an interior point of the range of {~ . So,
{~ =Constant. The set of {~ is connected, compact. Thus, it is a closed inter-
val of [{1 , {2]. So, we proved the following result:
Proposition 3.10. Suppose . # 1, {0 # [{1 , {2] be such that the solution
(x(t), {(t)) of Eq. (1), with (., {0) as initial value, verifies: x(t)>0, for all t>0.
Then, x(t)  0 as t  +, and there exists a closed interval J/[{1 , {2],
one of the connected components of the set
T=[{ # [{1 , {2]: h(0, {)=0],
such that for each sequence tn  +, the function {(t+tn) is asymptotically
constant with limit in J. If, in particular, the connected components of T are
just points, then {(t) converges to a constant {*, as t  +.
4. COMPLETE CONTINUITY OF THE POINCARE OPERATOR
For each j1, denote Pj , resp. P+j , the operator defined on the space E by
Pj (., {0)=(xtj* , {(tj*)), resp. P
+
j =((&1)
j xtj* , {(tj*)), (16)
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where tj* is defined in Theorem 3.9. More precisely, existence of Pj (., {0)
is subject to the condition that t1* , t2* , ..., tj*&1 exist and are finite. If this
is so, and the solution starting from (xt*j&1 , {(tj*&1)) changes signs in finite
time, then Pj (., {0) is given by formula (16). The other situation is when
the solution does not cross the zero axis in finite time. In this case
(Proposition 3.10), x(t)  0 as t  +, while the limit set of the family
[s  {(t+s)]s0 with respect to the locally uniform convergence on R is
a whole closed subinterval J of [{1 , {2], one of the connected components
of [{ # [{1 , {2]: h(0, {)=0]. We will then define
Pj (., {0)=(0, inf J). (17)
Proposition 4.11. P1 sends bounded sets of E into bounded sets of the
product C([&{2 , 0], R)_[{1 , {2].
Proof. We only have to look at the .-component since we already know
that { # [{1 , {2]. Let (., {0) be given in E, let x be the solution starting
from (., {0). With the notations of Section 3, we have:
|x(t)|max( |x(t0*)|, |x(t1*)| ) for t1*&{2tt1*.
|x(t0*)||.(0)|+({2&{1) sup
&{2s0
| f (.(s))|
|x(t1*)|{2 sup
| y||x(t0*)|
| f ( y) |.
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain the desired result. In fact,
if B is a bounded subset of E, with &.&M, for every . # B, then the
above two inequalities yield
|x(t)|max(!, {2 sup
| y|!
| f ( y)| ), for every t # [t1*&{2 , t1*],
where !=M+({2&{1) sup&{2s0 | f (.(s)) |.
Proposition 4.12. P+1 is a compact operator from E into itself.
Proof. We identify topologically Lip(&{2 , 0) to C([&{2 , 0])_
L(&{2 , 0), using the map denoted I associating to . # Lip(&{2 , 0),
I(.)=(., .* ). Proving that P+1 is compact is equivalent to establishing
that I(P+1 (B)) is relatively compact for any bounded subset B of Lip(&{0 , 0).
I(P+1 (B))[xt1*(., {0), (., {0) # B]_[x* t1*(., {0), (., {0) # B]
We will show that each of the subsets of the product has a compact closure
in the appropriate space.
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Claim 1. F1=[xt1*(., {0), (., {0) # B] is relatively compact in C([&{2 , 0]).
From Proposition 4.11, we know that P+1 sends bounded sets of E into
bounded sets of C([&{2; 0])_[{1 , {2]. So, [xt1*(., {0), (., {0) # B] is bounded
in C([&{2 , 0]). On the other hand, t1*{2 (in view of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7).
This implies that xt1* is differentiable on [&{2 , 0] and
d
d%
xt1*(%)=& f (x(t1*+%&{(t1*+%))).
So, %  (dd%) xt1*(%) is continuous and uniformly bounded for (., {0) # B.
Relative compactness of F1 follows by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem.
Claim 2. F2=[x* t1*(., {0), (., {0) # B] is relatively compact in C([&{2 , 0]).
Introducing the Nemytski operator f defined by
f ( y)(s)= f ( y(s)), s # [&{2 , 0],
we have
d
d%
xt1*(., {0)=& f ( y),
where y(s)=x(t1*(., {0)+s&{(t1*(., {0)+s)).
The set of functions y for (., {0) # B, is a bounded set of Lip([&{2 , 0]).
Therefore, it is a relatively compact subset of C([&{2 , 0]). Through f who
is continuous on C([&{2 , 0]) it is transformed into a relatively compact
subset of C([&{2 , 0]). The proof is complete. K
Proposition 4.13. P1 is continuous at each point (., {0) such that
t1(., {0)<+.
Proof. We proceed in two steps: (1) We first show that the map
(., {0)  t1(., {0),
is continuous if (., {0) is such that x* (t1)<0; (2) We next prove that x* (t1)<0,
each time t1 is finite.
(1) The first assertion is an easy consequence of the continuous
dependence of the solution x with respect to its initial values. Let x=x(., {0)
be such that t1<+ and x* (t1)<0. For any $>0, small enough, we have
x(t1&$)>0 and x(t1+$)<0. By continuous dependence, we can determine
a neighborhood V of (., {0) in E such that for every (. , { 0) # V, we have
x(. , { 0)(t1&$)>0, x(. , { 0)(t1+$)<0. So, there exists t$1 # ]t1&$, t1+$[
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for which x(. , { 0)(t$1)=0. This implies that t1&$t1(., {0)t$1t1+$,
hence continuity of t1 follows.
(2) Assume that for some solution x, we have t1<+ and x* (t1)=0.
Since t1>0, x* (t1)=& f (x(t1&{(t1))=0, so in view of assumption (4), this
implies x(t1&{(t1))=0. We have &{1t1&{(t1)<t1 . By definition of t1 ,
we first conclude that t1&{(t1)<0. So, in view of the monotonicity of t&{(t)
and the fact that . is non-decreasing we have that .(t&{(t))0, for 0tt1 .
So, x* (t)0, for 0tt1 . With x(t1)=0 we conclude that x(t)0 for
0tt1 which contradicts the definition of t1 . K
Under further assumptions on h, we will now show that continuity holds
also at points (., {0) for which t1(., {0)=+.
We saw in Proposition 3.10 that at points (., {0) where t1(., {0)=+,
we have x(t)  0, as t  + and the set of functions ({(t+s))s0 has, as
limit points, constant functions with values in the set [{ # [{1 , {2]: h(0, {)=0].
If we assume that (8) holds, then the whole function {(t) converges to some
of the points of [{ # [{1 , {2]: h(0, {)=0] as t  +.
Proposition 4.14. Under assumption (8), let (., {0) be such that t1(., {0)
=+. Let P1(., {0)=(0, {*) where {*=limt  + {(t). Then, P1 is
continuous at (., {0).
We first state and prove a lemma:
Lemma 4.15. Suppose t1(., {0)=+. Let (.(n), { (n)0 ) be a sequence of
initial values approaching (., {0) at infinity. Then, we have t1(.(n), { (n)0 )  +
as n  +, and xt1*(. ( n ), {0(n)(.
(n), { (n)0 )  0, as n  +.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the continuous dependence of
solutions with respect to initial values. Assuming that the first conclusion
does not hold, we can determine a sequence (.(n), { (n)0 )  (., {0) such that
t1*(.(n), { (n)0 ) is bounded. We can thus assume that the sequence t1*(.
(n), { (n)0 )
converges. Denote t 1 the limit. By continuity, we conclude that x(., {0)(t 1)=0.
So, t1(., {0)t 1<+ in contradiction with the assumption made on (., {0).
Due to the monotonicity of the solutions on the interval [0, t1] and again
the continuous dependence, we have the following properties: For =>0,
there exist T>0 find n0 # N, such that x(.(n), { (n)0 )(t)=, for all nn0 ,
Ttt1(.(n), { (n)0 ). We can and will assume that n0 is large enough for
T&t1(.(n), { (n)0 ){2 , for nn0 . Using the inequality:
|x(.(n), { (n)0 )(t1*(.
(n), { (n)0 ) ||
t1(.
(n), {0
(n))
t1(.
( n ), {0
( n ))&{2
| f (x(n)(s&{(n)(s)))| ds,
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we obtain for nn0
|x(.(n), { (n)0 )(t1*(.
(n), { (n)0 ))|{2 sup
0x=
f (x),
which yields the second part of the lemma. K
Proof of Proposition 4.14. Let (., {0) be such that t1(., {0)=+. Let
(.(n), {(n)0 ) be a sequence of initial values, such that: (.
(n), { (n)0 )  (., {0),
as n  +. Denote by (x(n), {(n)) the solution. We already know by
Lemma 4.15 that: t1(.(n), { (n)0 )  + as n  +. We also showed in the
proof of Lemma 4.15 that for each =>0, there exist T>0, n0 # N such
that x(n)(t)=, Ttt (n)1 and nn0 . Note that (h{)(0, {*)<0,
since otherwise {* would not be a limit of the function {(t). Select { 1
{*{ 2 , close enough to {* so that h(0, { 1)>0 and h(0, { 2)<0. Choose
=>0 small enough to have h(x, { 1)>0 and h(x, { 2)<0 for all x, |x|
max({2 sup0 y= f ( y), =). For this value of =, choose T>0 and n0 # N so
that x(n)(t)=, Ttt (n)1 and nn0 . Assume moreover that T is large
enough for {(T ) # ]{ 1 , { 2[, and n0 large enough for {(n)(T ) # [{ 1 , { 2],
nn0 . Due to the sign properties of h at { 1 and { 2 and |x|2=, we
conclude that {(n)(t) # [{ 1 , { 2], nn0 , Ttt (n)1 , therefore, {
(n)(t (n)1 ) #
[{ 1 , { 2], nn0 . In view of the last part of the proof of Lemma 4.15, we
have that
|x(n)(t) |{2 sup
0 y=
f ( y) for nn0 , t (n)1 tt*
(n)
1 .
So, we have
h(x(n)(t), { 1)>0 and h(x(n)(t), { 2)<0 for t (n)1 tt*
(n)
1 .
Therefore,
{ 1{(n)(t*(n)1 ){ 2 , for nn0 .
Finally, we proved that for every $>0 small enough, there exists n0 # N,
such that
nn0 O |{(n)(t*(n)1 )&{*|$.
So, {(n)(t*(n)1 )  {* as n  +.
Putting the last part of Lemma 4.15 and the above result together we
arrive at P1(.(n), { (n)0 )  (0, {*). Even though we have dealt with t
(n)
1 as if
it were finite, we indeed did not use this fact. So, the same result holds even
if some of the (.(n), { (n)0 ) are such that t1(.
(n), { (n)0 )=+ (or all of them).
The proof of Proposition 4.14 is complete. K
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In the next proposition, we characterize the solutions whose first component
dies out eventually.
Proposition 4.16. (a) Suppose (., {0) is such that: .(%)=0 for all
% # [&{0 , 0]. Then, x(., {0)(t)=0, t0. (b) Let (x, {) be a solution of
Eq. (1) with initial value (., {0) in 11 . Suppose that there exists t00 such
that x(t)=0 for tt0 . Then, in fact, x(t)=0 for all t0, and (., {0) is as
in (a).
Proof. (a) follows from the fact that t&{(t) is increasing. We have
x(t)=0 on an interval [0, T], T>0. Next denote
t*=[sup T>0: x(t)=0 for 0tT],
and assume that t*<+. We have x(t*&{(t*))=0 and t&{(t)<t* for
all t of an interval [t*, t*+r], r>0. Therefore, x(t&{(t))=0, t*tt*+r.
So, we have x(t)=0, t*tt*+r, a contradiction with the definition of t*.
So, t*=+.
Proof of (b). Let (x, {) be a solution of Eq. (1). Assume that for some
t1>&{(0), x(t1){0. Due to the monotonicity and continuity of the function
t&{(t), we have: t1=t$2&{(t$2), for one and only one value t$2t1+{1 .
From x(t1){0, we deduce that: x* (t$2){0. So, there exists t2t1+{1 at
which x(t2){0. Inductively, we can find a sequence tj , tj+1&tj{1 , such
that: x(tj){0. So, now, let (x, {) be a solution such that x(t)=0 for tt0 .
From the above observation, we conclude that x(t)=0 for all t&{(0),
that is x0 , the initial value of x on [&{2 , 0] is such that: x0(%)=0, for
&{(0)%0. So, (x0 , {(0)) is as in (a). K
Remark 2. The degeneracy property evidenced by Proposition 4.16 is
implied by the fact that the delay is not constant. If, in the same equation,
we assume { fixed, then the only solution which dies out eventually is x=0.
We will now give conditions on f and h to eliminate solutions going to
zero monotonically at infinity.
Proposition 4.17. (a) Suppose that h satisfies (8). Denote {0* the
minimum root of the equation h(0, {)=0. Assume that f is differentiable at
x=0 and {0* } f $(0)>(1e). Then, Eq. (1) does not have any solution going to
zero monotonically. (b) Still assuming that f is differentiable at x=0 and
{1 } f $(0)>(1e) (and, no condition on the roots of h(0, } )). Then, the same
conclusion as in (a) holds.
Proof. Both cases (a) and (b) can be proved at once. We proceed by
contradiction, assuming that there exists a solution (x, {), such that
x(t)>0 for example, for tt0&{2 , therefore: x* (t)<0, tt0 . We know by
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Proposition 3.10 that x(t)  0 as t  +, and under assumptions on the
roots of h, that {(t) tends to some roots. In both (a) and (b), we can deter-
mine l0 (near to f $(0)) and { (near to either limt  + {(t), in case (a)
or ({1) such that { } l>(1e) and
dx
dt
(t)&lx(t&{ ), (18)
eventually. Then, using a well known result of oscillation theory ([6],
Corollary 2.4.1, p. 50), we conclude that the equation
dy
dt
(t)=&ly(t&{ ) (19)
has positive solutions, too. But, it is also well known ([6], Theorem 2.2.3,
p. 39) that condition { } l>(1e) implies that all the solutions of Eq. (19)
oscillate. So, we obtain a contradiction, which completes the proof of the
proposition. K
5. ESTIMATES ON THE RETURN MAP
Proposition 5.18. Assume (4) and (7) hold, and there exist $(1{1)
and r>0 such that:
| f (x) |>$ |x|, for 0{|x|r.
Then, one can determine a function T=T(R), Rr, non decreasing, such
that for every . # 11 _ &11 , &.&R, and every {0 # [{1 , {2], it holds
t1(., {0)T(R).
Proof. Let (., {0) be given, &.&R, . # 11 , Rr, {0 # [{1 , {2]. (The
case . # &11 works the same way). There exists one and only one time
t0*t$0t1 such that: x(., {0)(t$0)=x(., {0)(t$0&{(t$0)). Remember that
t0* is the first time when the solution changes from nondecreasing to
nonincreasing. Clearly, if t0*>0, for no value of t in the interval [0, t0*[
do we have x(t)=x(t&{(t)), since these two quantities have oppposite
signs. So, it is not a restriction to search for t$0 right of t0* . Existence fol-
lows by the intermediate value theorem applied to x(t)&x(t&{(t)) on
the interval [t0* , t1]. Note that t$0&{(t$0)<t0* . Assuming, on the contrary,
t$0&{(t$0)t0* , implies that x=Constant on [t$0&{(t$0), t0], therefore x* (t$0)
=0=& f (x(t$0&{(t$0)), in contradiction with the definition of t1(., {0).
On the other hand, the function z(t)=x(t)&x(t&{(t)) is nonincreasing
on the interval J=[t0; t&{(t)t0*]. So, assuming that there exist two
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values t$0<t"0 , t$0 , t"0 # J with z(t$0)=z(t"0)=0 implies that z(t)=0, t$0t
t"0 , x(t)=x(t&{(t)), t # [t$0 , t"0]. The above equality between a nonincreasing
function (that is: x| [t$0 , t"0]) and a nondecreasing one (that is x(t&{(t));
t # [t$0 , t"0]) implies: x| [t$0 , t"0] is a constant, therefore, x* (t)=0, for
t # [t$0 , t"0], which in turn implies x(t)=0 for t # [t$0 , t"0], in contradiction
with the definition of t1 .
As a consequence of t$0&{(t$0)t0* , we have: t$02{2&{1 . Let us
compare x(t$0) to r. Suppose first that: x(t$0)r. In this case, if t$0t$1<t1
is the first value of t in [t$0 , t1] for which x(t)=r, we have for each t #
[t$0 , t$1], t&{(t) # [t$0&{(t$0 , ) t$0] _ [t$0 , t$1]. In view of the definition of t$0
and t$1 , x(t&{(t))x(t$0), if t&{(t) # [t$0 , t$1]. In both cases, x(t&{(t))r,
which implies x* (t)& f (r). So, x(t)x(t$0)&(t&t$0) f (r), t$0tt$1 . This
yields the following estimates for t$1&t$0 :
t$1&t$0
x(t$0)&r
f (r)
.
From x(t$0)=x(t$0&{(t$0)), with t$0&{(t$0)t0* , we deduce that x(t$0)
R+({2&{1) sup|x|R | f (x) |2R (in view of (4)). So,
t$1&t$0
2R&r
f (r)
(Rr).
Let us now consider the case x(t$0)r, or let us start from the time t$1 we
have just computed. We will give an estimate of the time needed from t$0
(or t$1) to cross the zero axis. In order to make the arguments specific,
suppose for example we are in the first case x(t$1)=r. Let us consider
x(t$1+{2). Either, x(t$1+{2)0. We then conclude that
t1(., {0)t$1+{2t$0+{2+
2R&r
f (r)
3{2&{1+
2R&r
f (r)
;
Or, x(t$1+{2)>0. For t$1+{2tt$1+{2+{1 , we have t$1t&{(t)t$1+{2 .
So, rx(t$1)x(t&{(t))x(t$1+{2). From the assumption made in the
proposition, we deduce that x* (t)&$x(t$1+{2)), t$1+{2tt$1+{2+{1 .
By integration, we obtain
x(t$1+{2+{1)x(t$1+{2)&{1 $x(t$1+{2).
From the condition {1$1 made in the proposition, we conclude that
x(t$1+{2+{1)0. So, t$1+{2+{1t1(., {0). In conclusion, in both situations,
we have
t1(., {0)3{2+
2R&r
f (r)
,
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thus, the inequality stated in the proposition with
T(R)=3{2+
2R&r
f (r)
, (R>r). K
Remark 3. The function T(R) depends on the constants {1 , {2 and the
function f. It does not depend explicitly on the function h. The only indirect
dependence is that it is essential in our proof that t&{(t) be increasing and
{(t) # [{1 , {2], when {0 # [{1 , {2].
Define
12=[. # 11 such that .(0)= sup
&{2s0
|.(0) |]
Proposition 5.19. Assume | f (x)|$ |x| for |x|\, and $>0 such that
${1>1; assume, moreover, that {2<2{1 , and (4), (6) and (7) hold. Then,
for each R>0, there exists C=C( f, h, {1)>0 such that for each . # 12 ,
0<&.&R, {0 # [{1 , {2], we have
&xt1*(., {0)&C &.&
The constant C is roughly speaking decreasing in R and increasing in {1 .
Proof. In the course of the proof it will be convenient to assume that
the constant M$ associated with (6) is as large as desired. This, of course,
is not an additional assumption with respect to the main assumption that
the derivative of f is bounded. Given . in 12 , {0 # [{1 , {2], let x(t) denote
the solution of (1) initiating from the pair (., {0). Let us first assume that
x* (0+)0, which means that .(&{0)0. We either have x(t)(x(0)2)
for &({1 2)t0, or (x(0)2).(&{1 2). In the latter case, 0x(t)
(x(0)2) for &{0t&({1 2), so x* (t)=& f (x(t&{(t)))&M$(x(0)2)
for t # [0, ({1 2)]. By integrating x* (t)=& f (x(t&{(t))) for t # [0, ({12)],
we obtain x(t)x(0)&M$(x(0)2) t, 0t({1 2), and we have x(t)
(x(0)2), 0t(1M$) (assuming M$ as large as necessary). Putting the
two cases together, we have x(t)(x(0)2) in some interval of length
l=min \ 1M$ ,
{1
2 +
contained in [&({1 2), ({1 2)]. We denote by [t (0)1 , t
(0)
2 ] such an interval.
We denote by ai , i=1, 2, the solutions of equations t (0)i =ai&{(ai). We
have
a2&a1
t (0)2 &t
(0)
1
1+L
=
l
(1+L)
; a1
{1
2
.
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For t # [a1 , a2], we have t&{(t) # [t (0)1 , t
(0)
2 ], so, |x(t&{(t))|(x(0)2),
thus |x* (t) | f (x(0)2) for t # [a1 , a2]. By integration of the above inequality,
we deduce that there exists an interval of length 14(1+L) on which |x(t)|
(14(1+L)) f (x(0)2). Set
/=
1
4(1+L)
, and u1(x)=/l min \ f \x2+ , &f \&
x
2++ , x0.
With the above notations, we have
|x(t) |u1(x(0)), for each t in an interval of length /l, right of
{1
2
.
Let [t (1)1 , t
(1)
2 ] be such an interval. Again, we denote by ai the solutions of
t(1)i =ai&{(ai), we have a1a2 and a1t
(1)
1 +{1(3{1 2). Moreover, a2&a1
(/l(1+L)). And, for each t # [a1 , a2], we have |x* (t)|min( f (u1(x(0)),
&f (&u1(x(0))). By the same arguments, we deduce that there exists an
interval [t(2), t (2)2 ]/[a1 , a2], t
(2)
1 (3{1 2), such that |x(t) |u2(x(0)) for
each t # [t (2)1 , t
(2)
2 ], with t
(2)
2 &t
(2)
1 =/
2l and
u2(x)=/2l min( f (u1(x)), & f (&u1(x))).
By induction, we construct sequences (t ( j)i ) j # N , i=1, 2, such that |x(t)|
uj (x(0)) for each t # [t ( j)1 , t
( j)
2 ], with
uj (x)=/ jl min( f (uj&1(x)), & f (&uj&1(x))), (20)
t ( j)2 &t
( j)
1 =/
jl and t ( j)1 {1(
1
2+( j&1)), (21)
We observe that
t( j&1)1 t
( j)
1 &{(t
( j)
1 )t
( j)
2 &{(t
( j)
2 )t
( j&1)
2 (22)
which implies that
t( j&1)1 +{1t
( j)
1 t
( j)
2 t
( j&1)
2 +{2t
( j&1)
1 +{2+/
j&1l. (23)
The sequence (t ( j)1 ) is increasing to infinity. Let j0 be the first integer for
which t1*t ( j0)1 . Thus, we have
t( j0&1)
1
t1*t ( j0)1 .
So, either t ( j0)
1
t2 or t ( j0&1)1 t1 ; or, t
( j0)
1
>t2 and t ( j0&1)1 <t1 .
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Let us first examine the second situation, that is, t( j0)
1
>t2 and t ( j0&1)1 <t1 .
We will show that this situation cannot occur. Assuming that it holds, we
obtain:
t ( j0&1)
1
t1t1+{1t1*t2t ( j0)1 t
( j0&1)
1
+{2+l. (24)
Assuming that t2*t ( j0)1 , we would have
t( j0)1 &t
( j0&1)
1 2{1((t2*&t2)+(t1*&t1)).
On the other hand, we know that:
t ( j0)
1
&t ( j0&1)
1
{2+l.
With the additional hypothesis that {2<2{1 , we can choose M$>0 large
enough for that {2+l<2{1 . In this case, both inequalities together lead to
a contradiction. So, under the assumption {2<2{1 , we have t ( j0)1 <t2*. So,
t2<t ( j0)1 <t2* , that is, t
( j0)
1 belongs to an interval where x is increasing;
x* (t( j0)
1
)>0. So, f (x(t( j0)
1
&{(t( j0)
1
)))<0, thus, x(t( j0)
1
&{(t( j0)
1
)<0. So, t( j0)
1
&{(t ( j0)
1
)
belongs to one of the intervals on the left of t2 , where x(t)0. Since
t( j0)
1
t1 , t ( j0)1 &{(t
( j0)
1
)t1&{(t1)%, so in fact t ( j0)1 &{(t
( j0)
1
) # [t1 , t2]. So,
t ( j0&1)
1
t1t ( j0)1 &{(t
( j0)
1
)t ( j0)
2
&{(t ( j0)
2
)t ( j0&1)
2
(in view of (22)). So,
t ( j0&1)
1
t1t ( j0&1)2 ,
which yields a contradiction since x(t1)=0 while, by construction, |x(t)|
is >0 at each point of [t ( j0&1)
1
, t ( j0&1)
2
]. We conclude that the second
situation can not occur.
In the first situation, we have t ( j0)
1
t2 , or t ( j0&1)1 t1 . Together with
t1*t ( j0)1 , we have either
|x(t1*)||x(t ( j0)1 )|uj0(x(0)) (25)
or,
|x(t1*)||x(t ( j0&1)1 )|uj0&1(x(0)). (26)
We will come back to these relations and show that they yield the desired
inequality. We will first give estimates of uj (x). By assumption on f, there
exist \>0, $>0, such that
| f (x)|$ |x|, for |x|\.
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This implies
u1(x)$/l
x
2
, 0x\.
On the other hand, we have
u1(x)/lM$
x
2
/
x
2
x, for 0x\.
In the same manner, we can observe that
u2(x)x, u3(x)x, ..., uj (x)x, for 0x\.
We are now in position to derive lower estimates for the sequence of
functions uj (x), for 0x\.
u1(x)$/l
x
2
, u2(x)/2l $u1(x)/3 $2l2
x
2
,
u3(x)/3l $u2(x)/6 $3l3
x
2
.
By induction, we obtain
uj (x)/1+2+ } } } + j $ jl j
x
2
.
The inequality is easily extended to the interval [0, R], using the monotonicity
of f, as
uj (x)/1+2+ } } } + j $ jl j
\
2R
x, for 0xR.
So, for each j # N, R>0, there exists Cj=Cj (R)>0, such that for each
0xR, uj (x)Cj x.
We now estimate j0 . Indeed, for each R>0, there exists N=N(R) such
that j0N. This is a consequence of both Proposition 5.18 which states
that under the same conditions as here, we have:
t13{2+
2R&\
f (\)
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so,
t1*4{2+
2R&\
f (\)
and (21) which shows that t ( j)1 goes to +, as j goes to +. Using now
the inequality (25) or (26), we obtain
|x(t1*)|C$ |x(0)|,
with C$=C$(R)=min0 jN Cj (R), which yields the desired result in the
case when .(&{0)0. It remains to consider the case when .(&{0)<0,
that is, when the solution is non decreasing on an interval [0, t ], with
0<t {2&{1{1 . Shifting the origin of time to t , we return to the condi-
tions of the first case, with =x& instead of . and y(s)=x(t +s) instead
of x. We have .(0)(0).(0)+({2&{1) sup|x|.(0) | f (x)|2.(0). The
value of t1* corresponding to y is just the shift of the one for x. In terms
of the constant C"=C$(2R) (where C$ is the constant evaluated in the first
case), we have
|x(t1*)|C"(0)C" |x(0)|.
The conclusion is achieved by taking C=min(C$(R), C$(2R)). The
following formula gives a rough estimate of C:
C/1+2+ } } } + } j0* $ j 0*l j0*
\
4R
, where j 0*=9+int \ 4R&\f (\) {1 + (27)
The expression int( } ) denotes the integer part function. From this formula,
it is clear that C will tend to increase with {1 while it will decrease when
R is increased. K
The above proposition will now allow us to exhibit convex subsets of E,
invariant with respect to the Poincare operator P, whose intersection with
the set [0]_[{1 , {2] is reduced to (0, {*), as announced in the Introduc-
tion. According to the Introduction, (0, {*) is any trivial fixed point which
is non ejective in the set [0]_[{1 , {2]: under the assumption (8), we only
need to check that (h{)(0, {*)<0.
Such a point (0, {*) being fixed, define the following family of sets:
ER, K=[(., {0) # E: &.&R, |{0&{*|K &.&]. (28)
Clearly, ER, K is for each pair (R, K), R>0, K>0, a closed convex subset
of EK .
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Proposition 5.20. We assume f and h and the parameters {1 and {2 satisfy
the same conditions and the same estimates as in Proposition 5.19 with the
same constants \, $. We also assume the condition (9) holds, which in particular
implies existence and uniqueness of {* # ]{1 , {2[ such that h(0, {*)=0. Then,
for each R>0, there exist { 1>0, and K>0 such that for each {1>{ 1 , the
operator P+1 maps (12_[{1 , {2]) & ER, K into EK .
Proof. Given R>0. From Proposition 5.19, we know that there exists
C>0, such that for (., {0) # 12_[{1 , {2], .{0, &.&R, we have
&xt1*&C &.& . We also know that the constant C can only increase
when {1 increases. Let us now look at the equation verified by {(t), assuming
that |{0&{*|K |.(0)| for some K, which will be estimated later on. In
view of (9), one has the following representation for h
sgn({&{*) h(x, {)&m |{&{*|+G |x| (29)
In terms of (29), the following inequality is obtained, for t # [0, t1*]
d
dt
|{(t)&{*|&m |{(t)&{*|+G |x(t)|
which, by means of the variation of constant formula, leads to
|{(t)&{*|e&mt |{0&{*|+|
t
0
e&m(t&s)G } |x(s)| ds.
A suitable estimate of |x(t)| on the interval [0, t1*] is (see the estimate
given at the end of the proof of Proposition 5.19)
|x(t)|max(2.(0), |x(t1*)| ),
which, in view of Proposition 5.19 leads to
|x(t)|max \2C , 1+ &xt1*& , t # [0, t1*].
At the point t=t1*(., {0), we obtain
|{(t1*)&{*|e&mt1*K
&xt1*&
C
+
&xt1*&
m
G } max \2C , 1+ .
A sufficient condition to get the conclusion of the proposition is that
K \1&e
&mt1*
C +
G
m
max \2C , 1+ ,
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or, equivalently, if
1>
e&mt1*
C
and K
G
m
max(2C, 1)
1&(e&mt1*C)
.
So, the existence of K is implied by the condition
C>em{1.
To end the proof, we just have to observe that, when increasing {1 , the
constant C=C({1) increases, while at the same time the right hand side of
the above inequality decreases and goes to 0 as {1 goes to +. So, for {1
large enough, the inequality will be satisfied. K
Proposition 5.21. Suppose f verifies (4) and (5). Then, the map
(., {0)  &xt1*(., {0)
sends 11_[{1 , {2] into 12 .
Proof. Note that (5) implies notably that 2{1>{2 . Let (., {0) be
given in 11_[{1 , {2], x=x(., {0). We know that x is non increasing on
[t1*&{2 , t1*]. We have to show that: x(t1*&{2)|x(t1*)|. Note that we
have 0t1&(t1*&{2){2&{1 , so integrating the differential inequality
|(dxdt)(t)|M on [t1*&{2 , t1], we conclude that x(t1*&{2)M({2&{1).
(5) also implies that t1&{(t1)t1*&{2 and the difference (t1*&{2)&(t1&{(t1))
2{1&{2 . We will now consider two cases:
(1) t1&{(t1)t0* } x(s) is positive, nonincreasing on the interval
[t1&{(t1), t1*&{2]. So, integrating the equation from t1 to t1* , we obtain
|x(t1*)|(2{1&{2) f (x(t1*&{2))x(t1*&{2)
in view of (5), and the fact that |x(t1*&{2)|M({2&{1)R0 .
(2) t1&{(t1)<t0*. In this case, (t1*&{2)&{(t1*&{2)t1&{(t1) and
x is nonnegative and nondecreasing on [(t1*&{2)&{(t1*&{2), t1&{(t1)].
Integrating the equation from t1*&{2 to t1 yields
x(t1*&{2)({2&{1) f (x(t1&{(t1))x(t1&{(t1))
(in view of (4)). On the other hand, we always have t0*t1*&{2 . We
conclude from these two observations that x(t1*&{2) is the minimum of x
on the interval [t1&{(t1), t1*&{2]. We add the following easily checked
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observation: t1+(2{1&{2) # [t1 , t1*] and t1+(2{1&{2)&{(t1+(2{1&{2))
# [t1&{(t1), t1*&{2]. Integration of the equation from t1 to t1+({1&{2)+{1
yields, using (5),
|x(t1+(2{1&{2))|x(t1*&{2).
In both cases, there exists t$ # [t1 , t1*] such that: |x(t$)|x(t1*&{2), so,
|x(t1*)|x(t1*&{2), which completes the proof of the proposition. K
Proposition 5.22. Assume f verifies (4) and (5). Then, for each (., {0) # E,
we have:
&xt1*(., {0)&M{2 .
Proof. From the previous proposition, we know that
&xt1*(., {0)&=|x(t1*)|.
With | f (x)|M, integrating the equation from t1 to t1* , we obtain
&xt1*(., {0)&=|x(t1*)|M{2 . K
Remark 4. Proposition 5.22 guarantees that, under essentially the assump-
tion | f (x)|M, the set of (., {0) # 11 with &.&M{2 is positively invariant.
In this case, it is possible to do without the assumption (6) and still preserve
the conclusion of Proposition 5.21, provided that we assume that | f $(x)|
grows at most polynomially. In fact, the conclusion of Proposition 5.20
remains valid in any bounded invariant set, the only change is in the
estimate of C, given by formula (27). At most polynomial growth of f $
entails that l decays not faster than a finite power of (1{1) as {1 increases.
Therefore, the same argument as the one used in the proof of Proposition 5.20
applies and leads to the conclusion.
We are now in a position to prove ejectivity of the point (0, {*). We
will work with a convex subset which has been tailored by the previous
results. Let us summarize what we have done so far and let us fix the
framework for the further considerations. Under assumptions (4), (7) and
(5), we have proved that (., {0)  &xt1*(., {0) maps 11 _[{1 , {2] into 12
and &xt1*(., {0)&M{2 . M{2 is not necessarily an upper estimate for the
solution from t=0. Solutions may increase on the interval [0, t0*] and
become larger than M{2 .
Denote
R=M{2 , X=[. # 12 , &.&R, &.* &M].
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Thus, on the one hand, we have proved that
P+1 : X_[{1 , {2]  X_[{1 , {2].
On the other hand, we also showed in Propositions 5.19 and 5.20 that,
under the additional condition (9), for each R>0, there exist { 1 and K>0,
such that
P+1 : (X_[{1 , {2]) & ER, K  (X_[{1 , {2]) & EK , for {1{ 1 ,
(with ER, K given by 28). The combination of the above two types of results
in order to get a map from ER, K into ER, K , not just EK , requires a further
remark regarding the estimate of the constant C in terms of R and (27) in
the case when R=M{2 . Looking at (27), one can easily see that, with l, $
and \ fixed, and {22{1 , (27) yields
C
C*
{1
, for some C*=C*( f, L)>0. (30)
Coming back to the proof of Proposition 5.20, the condition C>exp(&m{1)
which is used to determine { 1 becomes
C*>{1 exp(&m{1),
and this condition is satisfied as soon as
{1>{~ 1={~ 1( f, L, m). (31)
Denote:
{Y=(X_[{1 , {2]) & ER, K , in which R=M{2 ,{1>{~ 1 and K>0 is chosen according to Proposition 5.20 (32)
We have
P: Y  Y, where P=P1 b P1 .
We will now prove that (0, {*) is an ejective fixed point of P. In view of
Proposition 5.19, and the relation |{0&{*|K &.& , ejectivity amounts
to proving that there exists =>0, and for each (., {0) # Y, .{0, &.&=,
there exists j0 such that &xtj* (., {0)&=. The last crucial step towards
the proof of ejectivity is to show the existence of a linear manifold U, a
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finite dimension subspace of C([&{*, 0]), invariant through the semigroup
T0(t) associated with the equation (normalizing f by choosing f $(0)=1)
dx
dt
=&x(t&{*), (33)
such that, if we denote by 6U the projection of C([&{*, 0]) onto U parallel
to the (unique) subspace of C([&{*, 0]), which is both invariant through
T0 and supplementary to U (Hale [8]), it holds that
|6U.|# &.& , (34)
for each . in X, for some #>0 independent of .. U will be sought as an
unstable manifold, which requires further restrictions on {*. In view of
Lemma 6.23, we will assume that {*>(?2). U is the most unstable (two
dimensional) manifold arising from the value {*=(?2). For each {*>(?2),
U is the vector space spanned by the two functions e:% cos ;%, e:% sin ;%,
&{*%0; *\=:\i; are roots of the characteristic equation
*=&e&*{* (35)
associated with Eq. (33); :>0 and is the largest real part amongst all the
roots of Eq. (35). Solutions of the linear Eq. (33) starting from a point in
U grow exponentially (as e:t) at +. The idea behind the proof of
ejectivity is that solutions which have a non zero projection onto U and are
small enough behave essentially as solutions of the linear equation which
lie in U. So, they should in principle be unbounded while in fact the
solutions of Eq. (1) starting from X are uniformly bounded. We will present
the ejectivity argument now, taking for granted for a moment the property
(34). Afterwards, we will show that property (34) holds.
6. EJECTIVITY AND EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
The goal of this section is to prove the existence of slowly oscillating
periodic solutions. The periodic solutions we are looking for are fixed
points of the Poincare operator P=P1 b P1 . From Propositions 4.12, 4.13
and 4.14, we deduce that P is defined from E into itself and is completely
continuous. Note that (0, {*) is a trivial fixed point of P. We will show
that it is ejective in the set Y, defined by (32). We will conclude, using the
Browder ejective fixed point theorem, that there is another fixed point, non
trivial. This will require a number of lemmas and propositions.
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Lemma 6.23. For each {>0, such that {f $(0)>(?2), the characteristic
equation associated to the linear equation
dx
dt
=& f $(0) x(t&{) (36)
has roots with positive real part.
Proof. This fact is well known and can be found for example in (Hale [8]).
Let B=(0, {*) be the ball of centre (0, {*) and radius =>0, in the space E.
= will be taken as small as needed
Lemma 6.24. There exist constants =0>0 and d>0 such that, for each
0<=<=0 , if (., {0) # B=(0, {*)"[(0, {*)] verifies Pn(., {0) # B=(0, {*), for
each n, then we have:
&xt(., {0)&+|{(t)&{*|d=,
for every t0.
Proof. By construction, the .-component of Pn(., {0) is equal to
xt*2n(., {0) for n>0. The assumption provides an estimate for the value of
x over the union of intervals [t*2n&{2 , t*2n], n1, and the initial interval
[&{2 , 0]. It remains to estimate the values of x on the complementary
region, that is to say:
First, on [0, t0*]. On this interval, we have x(t)=+({2&{1) f (=)2=
(in view of (4)).
Next, on the interval [t1*&{2 , t1*]. On this interval, we have, using
integration from t1 to t1* , |x(t)|{2 f (2=)(2{2=({2&{1)).
The same estimate holds for each interval [t*2n+1&{2 , t*2n+1], n1.
Finally, we have
|x(t)|
2{2=
({2&{1)
, for each t&{2 .
We now turn to the estimation of |{(t)&{*|. {(t) satisfies the equation
d{
dt
=h(x(t), {(t))
with h(0, {*)=0 and (h{)(0, {*)<0. By differentiability and continuity
assumptions (7) on h, one can determine $>0, ’>0, B0, such that: for
|{&{*|’ and |x|’, we have (h{)(0, {)&$ and |(hx)(x, {)|B.
Select a number }, 0<}<min(($B+4), 1). For every =$>0, =$’, we
have h(x, {*+=$)<0 and h(x, {*&=$)>0, for each x, |x|<}=$. Choose
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=0>0 so that (2{2=0 ({2&{1))<}’ and =0<’. If (., {0) verifies the
assumptions of the lemma, for some =, 0<=<=0 , the first part of the proof
shows that |x(t)|<}=$, for each t0 and =$=(2{2=}({2&{1)). 0<=<=$<’
and from the above construction, it follows that h(x(t), {*+=$)<0 and
h(x(t), {*&=$)>0, for every t0. Standard arguments on differential
inequalities then entail that |{(t)&{*|<=$ for each t0 if |{0&{*|<=$.
This holds notably if |{0&{*|<=. The conclusion of the lemma is obtained
using d=(4{2 }({2&{1)). K
Theorem 6.25. Assume (4), (5), (6), (7) and (9) hold and the following
additional conditions are verified: f $(0)=1, {1>max(1, {~ 1), (where {~ 1 is
given by (31)), {*>(?2) and ({2&{1)(1+H({*))<1, (where H is defined
by formula (37)). Then, (0, {*) is an ejective fixed point of the operator P
on Y.
All the conditions used in Section 5 are entailed by the assumptions of
the theorem. Some of the assumptions are redundant. For example, {1>1
is intended to imply the condition | f (x)|$ |x| with ${1>1. But, in fact,
{1>1 can be seen to be a consequence of the condition {*>(?2) together
with {* # [{1 , {2] and ({2&{1)(1+H({*))<1 which yields {2&{1<1,
thus, {1>(?2)&1>1.
Note also that both {1>1 and {2&{1<1 give {2<2{2 . The conclusions
formulated in the propositions of Section 5 are all valid. The set Y is the
set defined by formula (32). Before we prove Theorem 6.25, let us draw its
main consequences, that is, the existence of a non trivial slowly oscillating
periodic solution of Eq. (1).
Corollary 6.26. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.25, Eq. (1) has
non trivial slowly oscillating periodic solutions, that is, there exists (., {0) # Y,
.{0, such that the solution of Eq. (1) passing through (., {0) is periodic. If,
moreover, we assume that f is odd and h is even with respect to x, then
Eq. (1) has a non trivial oscillating periodic solution (x, {) which in addition
satisfies the following property:
t >0 being the period, x \t+ t

2+=&x(t), { \t+
t
2+={(t).
Proof. The first part of the corollary is a direct consequence of the
ejective fixed point Theorem 6.25, applied to the operator P. The condi-
tions for applying that theorem are that P be completely continuous from
a bounded closed convex set into itself and have an ejective fixed point in
that set. These conditions are fulfilled by the restriction of P to Y. The
conclusion of the theorem is that (0, {*) is ejective. So, there exists a non
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ejective fixed point in Y, that is a point (., {0){(0, {*). Because (., {0) # Y,
.{0, otherwise, we would have {0={*, too, therefore: (., {0)=(0, {*).
Now,
P(., {0)=(xt2* , {(t2*))=(., {0).
Due to the fact that the equation is time-independent and uniqueness holds
in the space Lip(&{2 , 0)_[{1 , {2], we can deduce from the above equality
that:
x(t+t2*)=x(t), {(t+t2*)={(t), for all t.
By the same argument, we can in fact show that P+1 has a non elective
fixed point, whichin the case where f is odd and h is evenyields a fixed
point of P, that is, a periodic solution with the additional symmetry properties
mentioned in the second part of the theorem. K
Proof of Theorem 6.25. The proof is done by contradiction.
Assuming that (0, {*) is non ejective, we have the following consequence:
for each =>0, there exists (., {0) # Y, (., {0){(0, {*) such that
&xtj* (., {0)&= and |{(tj*)&{*|= for every j0.
In view of Lemma 6.24, one can deduce that
&xt(., {0)&d= and |{(t)&{*|d=, for each t0.
Note that xtj* {0 for all j0. Moreover, we have
}dxdt } f (d=), t>0.
A contradiction will be deduced from the study of Eq. (1) verified by x. We
write it in the form
dx
dt
=&x(t&{*)+[x(t&{*)& f (x(t&{*))]
+[ f (x(t&{*))& f (x(t&{(t)))].
For tt1* , we have
|x(t&{*)& f (x(t&{*))|=o(=)
| f (x(t&{*)& f (x(t&{(t)|=o(=).
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So, Eq. (1) can be written
dx
dt
=&x(t&{*)+o(=), tt1* .
Projecting xt onto U, and denoting y(t)=6Uxt , the above equation leads
to an ordinary differential equation with a forcing term (see Hale [8]),
namely,
dy
dt
=AUy(t)+o(=) 6U (X0)
where X0 is the integral of the Dirac distribution $0 (see Hale [8]). Select
a basis of U. Then, the vectors of U are represented by their components
on the basis and AU by a 2_2-matrix. We can choose the basis in such a
way that
AU=_:;
&;
: & .
Using the canonical scalar product on R2, and taking the scalar product of
the above equation with y(t), we then arrive at
d
dt
| y(t)|=: | y(t)|+o(=).
By integrating on the right of a point _, this yields:
| y(t)|=e:(t&_) | y(_)|+|
t
_
e:(t&s)o(=) ds
=e:(t&_) _ | y(_)|+|
t
_
e:(_&s)o(=) ds&
| y(t)|e:(t&_) _ | y(_)|&|o(=)|: & , t_.
The contradiction will come from the application of the above inequality
for some _ and = such that
| y(_)|>sup
t_
|o(=)(t)|
:
.
If such a pair can be determined, we will have | y(t)|  + exponentially
as t  +, in contradiction with the fact that y(t)=6Uxt should be
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bounded by a constant times =. In order to determine (_, =), we will first
substitute for = the number
sup
j0
&xtj* (., {0)&==$=
and we select j00, such that: (1) if the maximum is achieved for some
j1, then j0= j; (2) if the maximum is achieved for j=0, then j0=1. In
view of Proposition 5.19, we have
&xt1*(., {0)&C=$,
(3) if the maximum is not achieved, we select j01, so that
&xt*j0(., {0)&C=$, which is feasible since C<1. For tt*j0 , we have
|x(t&{*)& f (x(t&{*))|=o(=$)
| f (x(t&{*))& f (x(t&{(t)))|=o(=$).
Finally, we have:
| y(t*j0)|C=$#,
where # is the constant introduced in formula (34). Choosing _=t*j0 , we
obtain
| y(t)|e:(t&t*j0) _C=$#&o(=$): & , tt*j0 ,
| y(t)|e:(t&t*j0) _C#&o=$(1): & =$, tt*j0 .
We can now choose =>0 small enough for (o=$(1):)<(C#2). For such a
choice, we have
| y(t)|e:(t&t*j0)
C#
2
=$.
Therefore, we conclude that | y(t)|  +, as t  +, which is the desired
contradiction. K
We will now prove that the restriction of 6U to 12 is nondegenerate,
namely, we will show the following proposition.
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Proposition 6.27. For {*>(?2), the characteristic Eq. (35) has two
dominant roots *\=:\i;, :>0, ;>0. Let U=vect[e:% cos ;%, e:% sin ;%].
There exists a function
H: _?2 , +_ R+
increasing, continuous, such that if
({2&{1)(1+H({*))<1,
then
inf
|.|=1, . # 12
|6U.|>0.
Proof. Given {*>(?2), {1<{*<{2 . We want to study 6U., . # 12 ,
.(0)=1. The computation of 6U. uses only the restriction of . to
[&{*, 0]. 6U. is determined in terms of the formal dual product. For
convenience, we remind the formula of the dual product: for  # C([0, {*]),
. # C([&{*, 0]), we have
(, .)=(0) .(0)&|
0
&{*
(!+{*) .(!) d!.
6U. is determined by its components on the basis [e&:% sin ;%, e&:% cos ;%],
which up to a multiplicative constant are given by the products:
c(.)=(e&: . cos ; . , .)
s(.)=(e&: . sin ; . , .) .
The functions e&: . sin ; . , e&: . cos ; . involved in the computation constitute
a basis of the solutions of the formal adjoint advanced equation
dy
dt
= y(t+{*)
associated with the eigenvalues *\. We assume that :\i; is the first pair
of eigenvalues to cross the imaginary axis when {* passes the value ?2.
Therefore, we have: (?2)<;{*<?. Denote {>, {1{>{*, the supremum
of the {, such that .(&{)<0. If .0 on [&{*, 0], we set {>={*. We
can express each of the quantities c(.) and s(.) as a contribution of the
negative and the positive part of .:
c(.)=c+(.)&c&(.);
s(.)=s+(.)&s&(.),
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where
c+(.)=1+|
&{>
&{*
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) |.(!)| d!
c&(.)=|
0
&{>
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!
s+(.)=|
&{>
&{*
e&:(!+{*) sin ;(!+{*) |.(!)| d!
s&(.)=|
0
&{ >
e&:(!+{*) sin ;(!+{*) .(!) d!
Since the function e&:(!+{*) |.(!)| is non increasing, non negative, on
[&{*, &{>] and the range of ;(!+{*) is an interval [0, a], for some
0a?, it can be easily computed that
|
&{>
&{*
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) |.(!)| d!0.
So, c+(.)1. From ;(!+{*) # [0, ?], for ! # [&{*, &{>], it follows that
sin ;(!+{*)0, so, s+(.)0. Moreover, from {1{>{*{2 , we deduce
that s+(.){2&{1 . We also have sin ;(!+{*)0 for ! # [&{>, 0], so,
0s&(.)|
0
&{ >
e&:(!+{*) sin ;(!+{*) d!.
The quantity c&(.) can be decomposed as follows
c&(.)=|
&{*+(?2;)
&{>
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!
+|
0
&{*+(?2;)
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!
=c&1 (.)&c
&
2 (.)
with c&1 (.) and c
&
2 (.)0. We only have to look at the quantity c
&
1 (.).
We consider two cases:
(1) &{*+(?4;)&{>. In this case, we have: c&1 (.)s
&(.), since
we have
0cos ;(!+{*)sin ;(!+{*),
for ! # [&{*+(?4;), &{*+(?2;)], and .(!)0 for !&{>.
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(2) &{*+(?4;)>&{>. In this case, we may divide c&1 (.) into
|
&{*+(?4;)
&{>
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!
+|
&{*+(?2;)
&{*+(?4;)
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!.
The second integral is still bounded above by s&(.) for the same reason
as explained in (1). It remains to estimate
|
&{*+(?4;)
&{>
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!.
We have
|
&{*+(?4;)
&{ >
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!
. \ ?4;&{*+ |
+?4;
{*&{>
e&:! cos ;! d!
. \ ?4;&{*+ |
+?4;
0
e&:! cos ;! d!.
On the other hand,
s&(.)=|
{*
{*&{>
e&:! sin ;!.(!&{*) d!
\|
?2;
?4;
e&:! sin ;! d!+ . \ ?4;&{*+ ,
(using {*&{><(?4;)<(?2;)<{*, and the fact that . is non decreasing
and sin ;!0 for 0!{*). Combining the two inequalities, we obtain:
|
&{*+(?4;)
&{>
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!s&(.)
?4;0 e
&:! cos ;! d!
?2;?4; e
&:! sin ;! d!
.
Introduce the function
9(x)=
?40 e
&x! cos ! d!
?2?4 e
&x! sin ! d!
.
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We have
|
&{*+(?4;)
&{>
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!s&(.) 9 \:;+ .
Differentiating the function 9, one can easily see that: 9$(x)>0 for all x0.
Let us now relate :; to {*. This amounts to studying the characteristic
equation. We have:
:=&e&:{* cos ;{*
;=e&:{* sin ;{*
which leads to:
:=
&;
tan ;{*
,
then,
;{*
sin ;{*
e&;{*tan ;{*={*.
Denote
F( y)=
y
sin y
e
&y
tan y,
?
2
< y<?.
We can again easily see that F $>0 on ](?2), ?[. We have F((?2)+)=(?2);
F(?&)=+. So, we have: ;{*=F&1({*), thus, (:;)=(1|tan F&1({*)|).
The function H of the proposition is determined in terms of F and 9 by
H({)=9 \ 1|tan F&1({)|+ . (37)
The connection with the previous estimates is that
|
&{*+(?4;)
&{>
e&:(!+{*) cos ;(!+{*) .(!) d!s&(.) H({*).
In conclusion, in the case (2), that is to say, when &{*+(?4;)>&{>, we
have
c&1 (.)(1+H({*)) s
&(.) (38)
We can now complete the proof of the proposition. We proceed by
contradiction, assuming that there exists a sequence .n # 12 , .n(0)=1,
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such that |6U.n |  0 as n  +. This implies that both c(.n) and s(.n)
approach zero at infinity. That s(.n)  0, while s+(.n){2&{1 , entails
that lim supn   s&(.n){2&{1 . c(.n)  0, while c+(.n)+c&2 (.n)1,
implies that lim infn   c&1 (.n)1. Assume now that for infinitely many n
we have &{*+(?4;)&{>n . In this case, we conclude that: {2&{11. If,
on the other hand, the second case prevails eventually, then the relation
(38) leads to
c&1 (.n)(1+H({*)) s
&(.n), for n large,
so,
1lim inf
n  
c&1 (.n)(1+H({*))({2&{1).
If, however, (1+H({*))({2&{1)<1, as assumed in the proposition, none
of the two situations can occur, therefore, we get a contradiction in this
case, which completes the proof of the proposition. K
6.1. Application
We can now complete the proof of the Theorem 1.1 stated in the
introduction. It follows readily from the above study letting: {1={*+a,
{2={*+b, h(x, {)=h0(x, {&{*). The assumption (4) on f, {1 and {2 is
implied by the corresponding assumption (i) stated in Theorem 1.1, part of
(5) and the assumption (6) follow from (ii) and (iii), (7) and (9) on h are
implied by the assumptions (iv), (v) and (vi). Note that f $(0)=1 and the
condition (b&a) | f (x)|<|x| imply notably that (b&a)= |a|+b1. It
remains to check the second part of assumption (5). For this, choose any
number R0>M, and observe that obviously the quantity
A= inf
|x|R0
| f (x)|
|x|
>0.
The condition will be satisfied if we take
{*>
1
A
+2.
The conclusion of Theorem 1.1 will now be achieved by applying Theorem 6.25.
Theorem 6.25 yields that (0, {*) is an ejective fixed point, thus, another
fixed point exists in the set Y provided that
{*>{~ *={~ *(M, M$, L, m)=max \1A+2, {~ 1( f, L, m)+1+ ,
where {*>{~ 1+1 implies that {1>{~ 1 , where {~ 1( f, L, m) is defined by (31).
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For the proof of Corollary 1.2, it is immediate to check that the condi-
tions stated in the corollary give the conditions of Theorem 1.1. Thus, examples
can be produced, with a given function f, by selecting arbitrary positive
numbers L and m first, then determining a and b, a<0<b, so small that
the conditions of the corollary hold. Once this has been done, any function
k0 suitably restricted will do. Instead of assuming k00, one can rather
impose a stronger bound restriction, that is,
|k0(x)|min \ LL+1&m |a|, mb+ .
The conditions stated for {* are all but optimal. In the case of a constant
delay, the classical result is that non trivial periodic solutions can be found
for each {>(?2). In fact, we can get the same result in the case we are
dealing with here, provided that we assume m large enough and we refine
some of the estimates. First of all, we can deduce, from (31), that if we
assume m large enough, we can take {~ 1( f, L, m)=1, for example. So, the
only restriction on {* will come from the verification of assumption (5). To
illustrate our idea and not engage in tedious computations, let us consider
an example: for f, we take a function enjoying the following properties: f
is odd, f (x)=x for |x|(?4), M=(?2), M$=1. We fix L>0 and m large
enough for {~ 1( f, L, m)=1 to be admissible. Of course, we are still assuming
that {22{1 and we are interested only in {1 reasonably large, say {11.
In order for (5) to be verified, we have to find R0>0 so that
R0M({2&{1) and inf
|x|R0
| f (x)|
|x|
(2{1&{2)>1. (39)
This has to hold for values of {1 and {2 such that (1+H({*))({2&{1)<1,
{1{*{2 and {*>(?2). One can easily see that the function H defined
by (37) is increasing on its domain, ](?2), +[ and H((?2)+)=1. This
implies that we must have ({2&{1)< 12 . So, the minimum value for R0 is
R0=
?
4
.
We will now show that for this value of R0 , assumption (5) holds, for each
{*>(?2) and suitable values of {1 and {2 . On the interval [&(?4), +(?4)],
f (x)=x. Therefore, the second part of assumption (39) reduces to
(2{1&{2)>1.
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Writing {1={*+a, {2={*+b, with a<0<b, the above conditions read
|a|+b<
1
(1+H({*))
and {*&(2 |a|+b)>1,
or, equivalently,
0b<
1
(1+H({*))
, |a|<min \ 1(1+h({*))&b,
{*&b&1
2 + ,
for {*>
?
2
.
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